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Parts, People, Interactions
for younger
children
Parts, People,
Interactions
A routine for identifying how people connect to systems.

EXPLORING COMPLEXITY

Parts

Choose a system and ask:
What are the parts? What do they do?

People

Interactions

Who are the people? What do they do?
How do the parts and people work together?
What would happen if a part (or a person)
were missing or changed?
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Parts, People, Interactions
for younger children, cont’d
Purpose: What kind of thinking does this routine encourage?
This routine encourages learners to slow down and look closely at a system. It helps them notice
that there are different people who participate in the system and that they participate in different
ways. It also encourages students to explore how one change in a system can impact the rest of the
system. This thinking routine can help foster curiosity as children notice details, ask questions, make
connections, and identify topics for future inquiry. It also helps children practice systems thinking.
Application: When and where can I use it?
You can use this thinking routine to explore any system. You may choose to introduce the entire
routine at once, or you may choose to break it down into parts over multiple occasions.
•

If you are using this thinking routine with young learners, consider having them explore asystem
they have direct experience with. This way, all children can apply and build upon theirprior
knowledge in meaningful ways. We suggest you start with systems in your classroom or
community that students use regularly.

•

Systems are made up of subsystems, and are themselves parts of broader systems. In order
toavoid going down the rabbit hole of “everything is connected to everything,” it may be
helpfulfor you to encourage your students to define the boundaries of their system.

•

This routine provides an opportunity for children to make their thinking visible. Children canshow
their thinking through drawings, visual mapping, photos, role play, and/or writing.

•

You may realize, as you engage with this thinking routine, that the system you have selectedis
more complicated or abstract than you originally thought. This is okay. Help students lookclosely
at the parts that they are interested in, and feel free to help them seek more informationby
asking each other, by using books or the internet, or by consulting with community members.It
is okay if students have unanswered questions about the system. Consider documentingthese
questions to revisit if the opportunity presents itself later on.

Note: This thinking routine is adapted from the Agency by Design Parts, People, Interactions thinking
routine.
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